Port Townsend Paper Corporation
100 Mill Road, Port Townsend, WA 98368
www.PTPC.com

October 1,2018

WA Department of Ecology
Cashiering Unit
P.O. Box 47611

Olympia, WA 98504-7611

To whom it may concern:
Enclosed please find a Notice of Construction (NOC) application for the Port Townsend Paper

Corporation (PTPC) facility located in Port Townsend, Washington. PTPC is a pulp and paper mill
currently operating under Air Operating Permit No. 000092-2. PTPC is planning to replace its existing
old corrugated container (OCC) batch pulper with a continuous pulper in order to increase annual pulp
production for PM2.
As described in the attached application, the proposed project is subject to the permitting requirements

under Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Chapter 173-400-110: New Source Review (NSR) for
Sources and .Portable Sources. The proposed project does not qualify fqr any of the exemptions listed
under WAC 173-400-110, and therefore requires a Notice of Construction application prior to the
commencement of construction. This project does not meet the definition of a major modification
under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) requirements of WAC 173-400-810, and
therefore PSD permitting is not required.
The enclosed Notice of Construction application includes:
• Notice of Contraction Form ECY-070-410 and all associated attachments

• A check for the initial fee of $875
If you have any questions concerning this submittal, please contact PTPC's Environmental Manger,
Darren Wilson, at 360-379-2079 or darren.wilson@ptpc.com.

Sincerely,

n.
^i
Michael Craft
PTPCMill Manger

1IPa
Certified Mail: 7017 0660 0000 6416 4170

17-JUI-2018

Port Townsend Paper Corporation

500634

Vendor: 00725 DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Invoice

Invoice Date Voucher

ECY 070-410

17-Jul-2018 000000509637

(PO) Description '•

Gross Discount Net

875.00

Total:

Port Toyvnsend Paper Corporation

100 Mill Road

Citizens - Checks ACH
1 Citizens Drive

Port Townsend, WA 98368

Riverside, Rl

5-7017

0.00

875.00

$875.00

500634

2110

Tuesday, July 17,2018

—•* EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE AND XX ,100 DOLLARS*"*"

$875.00
Pay to

the
order
of::

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
CASHIERING UNIT
P.O. BOX 47611

OLYMPIA.WA
98504-7611
Two signatures required.
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NOTICE OF CONSTRUCTION
OCC Pulper Upgrade
Port Townsend Paper Corporation
100 Mill Road
Port Townsend, WA 98368

August 1, 2018

Prepared For:

Washington State Department of Ecology
Industrial Section
P.O. Box47600

01ympia,WA 98504-7600
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1.0 Introduction

PortTownsend Paper Corporation (PTPC) owns and operates a Kraft pulp and paper mill located
at 100 Mill Road in Port Townsend, Washington. PTPC is an existing major source under the
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permitting program and currently operates under
Air Operating Permit (AOP) 000092-2 issued by the Washington Department of Ecology on
January 17, 2007 and reissued on April 28, 2010.
In 1996 PTPC built an old corrugated container (OCC) plant on-site to produce pulp from
recycled cardboard. This process went into operation in 1997. Bales of OCC are delivered via
truck and are processed and re-pulped mechanically in the OCC plant. The mill currently
produces machine dried product from the number 1 Pulp Machine (PM1) and number 2 Paper
Machine (PM2). PM1 produces dried pulp made from 100% virgin Kraft pulp produced on-site
from the C-side batch digesters. The dried pulp sheets are cut and stacked into bales which are
then shipped to customers. PM2 produces Kraft paper for packaging products using a blend of
OCC pulp, virgin Kraft pulp from B-side batch digesters, and sawdust pulp from the M&D
continuous digester. Paper produced from PM2 is currently 40-50% recycled content by weight
depending on the grade.
PTPC is planning to install a continuous pulper in the OCC plant in order to increase pulp
production for PM2. This pulper will replace the existing batch pulper. Because the new system
will operate continuously, the plant will be able to produce 30% more OCC pulp without
modifications to the footprint of the plant or significant upgrades to material processing
equipment. To accommodate the increased volume, the screening system will also be updated.
The screening process separates non-fibrous materials and culls non-desirable fibers. Non-

fibrous materials consist of tape and plastics which are shipped off-site for landfill disposal.
Culled fibers are processed on-site as a biomass fuel used in the #10 Power Boiler (PB10).
The upgrade of the OCC pulperwill be completed during the 2019 annual maintenance
shutdown at the end of October 2019. PTPC is expecting to start coordinating with engineering
consultants and contractors at the start of the fourth quarter of 2018. By November 2018, PTPC
is expecting to begin ordering equipment and scheduling contract labor to complete the
installation.

The mill has the potential to emit greater than 100 tons per year (tpy) of at least one PSD
pollutant and is therefore classified as a major stationary source under the PSD permitting
program. This project is subject to the PSD permitting program under Washington
Administrative Code (WAC) 173-400-720 if the modification is a "major modification". A major
modification is defined as a net emissions increase from any modification which is greater than
the PSD Significant Emission Rate (SER) threshold for any applicable pollutant. Section 2.2 of
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this report provides a detailed summary of the PSD program applicability and calculated
emissions increases from the OCC upgrade. Emissions increases resulting from modifications to

the OCC plant are below the SER, and therefore a PSD review will not be triggered for this
project.

Per WAC 173-460, Washington State requires a Toxic Air Pollutant (TAP) analysis for all new and
modified sources of TAP emissions. TAP emission increases above de minimis levels require the

submission of a Notice of Construction (NOC) application to the permitting authority.

2,0 Regulatory Applicability
/../. u:..' L^ ci .G::!.;'.n.':^.\;- ,-\p;;,""-.ii;^

WAC 173-400-110 discusses the Notice of Construction (NOC) and Order of Approval to
Construct (OAC) requirements necessary for the construction of a new source or modification

to an existing stationary source. An NOC application must be filed and an OAC must be issued
before construction, unless the proposed activities are exempt under WAC 173-400-110(4) or
(5). Per WAC 173-400-030(48), a modification is defined as the following:
"Modification" means any physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, a
stationary source that increases the amount of any air contaminant emitted by such source or
that results in the emissions of any air contaminant not previously emitted. The term

modification shall be construed consistent with the definition of modification in Section 7411,
Title 42, United States Code, and with rules implementing that section.
The pulper upgrade at the OCC facility meets the definition of "modification" as described
above. The new continuous pulper being installed will increase the volume of material
processed in the plant and on PM2. Because this production increase results in an increase in

TAP emissions above de minimis thresholds, a NOC application is required. Kraft pulp and
steam production, however, will not increase above baseline totals as a result of this project.

The recovery boiler, lime kiln, smelt dissolver tank, PB10, and Kraft pulping systems will not be
modified or increase output as a result of the additional OCC pulp. Kraft pulp production is
expected to decrease after completion of this project which would create an overall net
reduction in emissions mill-wide.

Annual production from PM2 will increase as a result of the OCC pulper upgrade; however PM2
is not being included in the scope of this NOC application because it does not meet the
regulatory criteria for a "modification." WAC 173-400-030 defines modification as "any physical
change in, or change in the method of operation of, a stationary source that increases the
amount of any air contaminant emitted by such source or that results in the emissions of any air

contaminant not previously emitted." In this case PM2 is not physically being modified and the
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machine will not be operated any differently. The WAC 173-400-030 definition further states
that "the term modification shall be construed consistent with the definition of modification in
Section 7411, Title 42, United States Code, and with rules implementing that section." The
definition of modification in the Title 42 defers to Title 40 new source performance standards
(NSPS). Under NSPS modifications are specifically addressed in §60.14 which states under
subpart (a) that "any physical or operational change to an existing facility which results in an
increase in the emission rate to the atmosphere of any pollutant to which a standard applies
shall be considered a modification" Using the same determination that was applied to the WAC
173-400-030 definition, PM2 is not considered a modification under NSPS. Additionally,
§60.14(e) exempts production increases that can be accomplished without a capital
expenditure. PM2 production increases will occur without any capital expenses to the machine.

This report and appendices serve as the NOC application for the new OCC pulper upgrade
project.
2.? }:Y?72i)HOs-i o.f51gmncantDe;:gj'5o!'auou (Major Sorrce Revie1v}

An emission source is subject to the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permitting
program as defined under WAC 173-400-720 if the new installation either is a major
modification of an existing major source or is a major source unto itself. PTPC has the potential
to emit greater than 100 tons-per-year (tpy) of at least one PSD pollutant and is therefore
classified as a major stationary source under the PSD permitting program. Unless otherwise
exempt, a physical change in the method of operation of an existing major source is considered
a major modification if the emissions increase and the net emissions increase resulting from the

modification is greater than the PSD threshold for any regulated pollutant.
Each NSR pollutant is presented in Table 1 as well as the expected increase from the OCC
upgrade project. This increase is based on maximum projected production rates by 2019 and is
compared to a 24 month baseline production period (2016-2017) for OCC (Table 4). No
pollutants are projected to be emitted at quantities above the exemption levels listed in WAC
173-400-110(5)(a)(ii). As shown in Table 1, all emissions from the OCC pulper upgrade are well
below exemption and SER thresholds. Therefore, the proposed installation does not trigger PSD
review.

Per WAC 173-400-720(4)(b)(iii)(D), a project that is not considered part of a major modification
that has a "reasonable possibility" of resulting in a significant emission increase is subject to
record keeping and recording requirements. A "reasonable possibility" is defined as having a
projected increase of at least 50 percent of the SER for each NSR pollutant. Emissions increases

of each NRS pollutant for this project is estimated to be less than 50 percent of the SER
thresholds, therefore PTPC is not subject to the reporting requirements of WAC 173-400-

720(4)(b)(iii)(D)(ii) through (v) for the OCC project.
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Table 1 - PSD Pollutant Emissions

Pollutant

Exemption
Threshold 1

(tpy)
Carbon monoxide

Lead
Nitrogen oxides

from Project

(tpy)

100

0.0 3

0.005

0.6

0.0 3

2

40
15
10
25
40
40

0.0 3

0.75

PM-2.5

0.5

Total suspended particulates

1.25

Sulfur dioxide

3.66

Ozone Depleting Substances, total

(tpy)

Expected Change

5

PM-10

Volatile Organic Compounds, total

SER2

2
1

40tpyofVOCs

0.0 3
0.0 3
0.0 3
0.0 3
0.2
0.2

The de minimis
emission rate

Toxic Air Pollutants

specified for
each TAP in WAC

NA

See Table 2 for
TAP emissions.

173-460-150.
l-WAC173-400-110(5)(a)(ii)
2-WAC 173-400-810(27)
3 - Compounds are associated with Kraft pulping but have not been quantified as a pollutant from OCC processing
facilities, assumed not to be present.
4 -The emission factor for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) was derived from NCASI Technical Bulletin No. 973
(2010), table 10.4 "Air Toxics Emissions from OCC and Recycled Paperboard Stock Preparation". This table lists the
minimum, maximum, median, and mean emission rates for tested sources. 9.83E-3 Ib/ADTP was selected as this
value was equal to both the mean and median. The same emission factor was selected for total ozone depleting
substances.

2..3 Federal Regulations
2.3.1 New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
NSPS regulations as specified in 40 CFR 60 Subpart A, apply to the construction or modification
of a stationary source. Stationary sources are defined as "Any physical change in, or change in

the method of operation of, an existing facility which increases the amount of any air pollutant
(to which a standard applies) emitted into the atmosphere by that facility or which results in the
emission of any air pollutant (to which a standard applies) into the atmosphere not previously
emitted."

NSPS Subpart BB; Standards of Performance for Kraft Pulp Mills, lists performance standards for
Kraft pulp mill units. This includes digesters, brown stock washers, evaporators, recovery
boilers, smelt dissolving tanks, lime kilns, and condensate collection. Subpart BB does not
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include OCC plants. Since these sources are not included, the OCC pulper upgrade is not subject
to NSPS.

Under 40 CFR 61 and 63 the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
regulate the emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP's) by establishing Maximum Achievable
Control Technology (MACT) standards which specify types of equipment and operating
procedures. MACT regulations are applicable to any major source facilities which are capable of
emitting 10 tpy or more of any HAP or 25 tpy per year or more of any combination of HAP's.
Because PTPC emits greater than 25 tpy combined HAP's, an assessment of NESHAP's

applicability is required.
NESHAP Subpart S, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from the Pulp and
Paper Industry, is applicable to PTPC. OCC or recycled mechanical re-pulping are not addressed
by NESHAP, so therefore the OCC upgrade is not subject to any MACT requirements.
2.4 Washiiigtoii State Regulations
2,4.1 Genera! Standards for Maxinaurn Emissions

Washington regulations contain general emissions standards that are applicable to all emission
sources at the facility. As such, after modification to the OCC plant, PTPC will continue to
comply with the following general standards under WAC 173-400-040 and 173-400-060:
• No air contaminant shall exceed the opacity limit of 20% for more than 3 minutes in any
one hour.

• The mill will prevent airborne particulate matter from being deposited beyond property
boundaries and will minimize fugitive emissions.
• PTPC shall reduce general nuisance odors and emissions of odorous compounds to a
reasonable minimum.

2.4.2 BestAvailabie Control Technology
Under WAC 173-400-113(2), each new and/or modified source must employ Best Available
Control Technology (BACT) for all pollutants not previously emitted, or for any pollutants for
which will increase as a result of the new source or modification. In addition to BACT, sources

must also employ tBACT for all toxic air pollutants for which the increase in emissions will
exceed de minimus values per WAC 173-360-060. As three TAPs are expected to increase above

de minimus thresholds, PTPC has investigated tBACT for the OCC project. A summary of tBACT
is included in Section 4.0.
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The standards for Kraft pulp mill emissions sources are established under WAC 173-405-040.

The OCC plant is not subject to the applicable, unit-specific standards presented in WAC 173405.

In Washington, all new sources emitting Toxic Air Pollutants (TAPs) are required to show
compliance with the Washington TAP program pursuant to WAC 173-460. An evaluation of the
ambient air quality impacts, as required by WAC 173-460, is provided in Section 3 of this
application.

3.0 Washington Toxic Air Pollutants Analysis
3-A TAP Aupilcabliitv ?.uri ^^iiissioi; Snuiiiiai v

Ecology has established a De Minimis level, a Small Quantity Emission Rate (SQER), and an
Acceptable Source Impact Level (ASIL) for each listed TAP in WAC 173-460-150. An acceptable
source impact analysis must be conducted for each TAP with an emission increase greater than

the De Minimis level. The acceptable source impact analysis can be satisfied for any TAP using
either dispersion modeling or the small quantity emission rate, as outlined WAC 173-460-080.
PTPC has elected to demonstrate ASIL compliance with the latter methodology. If the TAP
emissions rate from a source is above its respective SQER, further determination of compliance

with the ASIL is required.
Expected emissions from the OCC plant are based off National Council for Air and Stream
Improvement (NCASI) technical bulletin no. 973 which provides a list of pollutants tested at two
different post-consumer pulping facilities. The pollutants listed in table 10.4 of NCASI technical
bulletin no. 973 were compared to the TAP list in WAC 173-460-150. Table 2 depicts the de
minimus thresholds, small quantity emission rates; and projected emissions of all 10 TAPs
identified from OCC stock preparation. Acetaldehyde, chloroform, and formaldehyde emissions
were the only pollutants above de minimis thresholds listed in WAC 173-460-150. However,
projected emissions of all TAPs are expected to be below SQER thresholds, demonstrating
compliance with ASIL.
The factors listed in Technical Bulletin No 973 were developed from a 1997 MACT III Study. In
the study, naphthalene was detected in liquid samples collected from mechanical pulp mills,
deinking mills, and non-integrated paper machines. However, it was not detected in samples
from recycled paperboard or OCC stock preparation. Nonetheless, because naphthalene was

detected in liquid samples from some of the process types, it was included in the air emissions
analyte list.
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Since naphthalene was not detected in liquid or air media samples associated with OCC stock
preparation processes, there is no reason to believe that it is present in the OCC stock
preparation area. In the absence of de-inking solvent use, naphthalene is not expected to be
present in the re-pulping of OCC. Because of this it was omitted from the TAP emissions

evaluation for this project. A letter from NCASI further supporting this justification is presented
in Appendix F.
Further elaboration of emission factors and calculation methods employed can be found in
Sections 3.2 .and 3.3 of this application.

Table 2 - TAP Emission Summary
Projected

De

POLLUTANT

Minimus1

SQER'

Emissions

Above De

Above

Increase

Minimus?

SQER?

46.40

YES

No

(Ib/averaging period)
3.55

71

5.26

105

0.08

No

No

0.417

8.35

1.99

YES

No

2.63

52.6

0.03

No

No

1.6

32

5.52

YES

No

Methanol

26.3

526

0.13

No

No

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

32.9

657

0.01

No

No

Methylene Chloride

9.59

192

6.72

No

No

Phenol

1.31

26.3

0.02

No

No

Toluene

32.9

657

0.08

No

No

Acetaldehyde
Carbon Disulfide
Chloroform
Cumene

Formaldehyde

1 - WAC 173-460-150

3.2 TAP Emission Factors
Table 3 lists emission factors from of certain organic air toxics from recycled stock preparation,

as well as whether or not they are TAP pollutants listed in WAC 173-460-150. Emission factors
were derived from NCASI Technical Bulletin No. 973 (2010), table 10.4 "Air Toxics Emissions
from OCC and Recycled Paperboard Stock Preparation". Table 10.4 presents the minimum,
maximum, median, and mean emission rates for tested sources. The highest value of the mean
and median were selected. If no median or mean were listed the maximum detection limit was

applied.
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Table 3 - OCC Emission Factors per NCASI Technical Bulletin No. 973 (2010)
Emission Factor

POLLUTANT

CAS#

TAP Pollutant?

1,2-Dimethoxyethane

110-71-4

No

3.93E-05

13466-78-9

No

7.70E-04

Acetaldehyde

75-07-0

Yes

1.16E-03

alpha-Pinene

80-56-8

No

5.70E-04

beta-Pinene

127-91-3

No

6.70E-04

Biphenyl

92-52-4

No

3.26E-04

Carbon Disulfide

75-15-0

Yes

1.58E-03

Chloroform

67-66-3

Yes

4.98E-05

Cumene

98-82-8

Yes

5.80E-04

Formaldehyde

50-00-0

Yes

1.38E-04

Methanol

67-56-1

Yes

2.53E-03

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

78-93-3

Yes

2.50E-04

Methylene Chloride

75-09-2

Yes

1.68E-04

Naphthalene

91-20-3

Yes

O.OOE+00*

p-Cymene

99-87-6

No

6.20E-04

Phenol

108-95-2

Yes

3.07E-04

Propionaldehyde

123-38-6

No

1.43E-04

Toluene

108-88-3

Yes

1.60E-03

n/a

No

9.83E-03

3-Carene

VOCs as C

(Ib/ADTP)

*Per NCASI guidance naphthalene is not expected to be emitted from OCC stock preparation.
See further discussion in Section 3,1 and Appendix F.

3,,3 Projected Change in TAP Emissions
Baseline actual emissions for the OCC pulper project were determined in accordance with WAC
173-400-810(2), which states that major source modifications are allowed to select a baseline
emission rate from any consecutive 24 month period in the previous 10 years. PTPC has

selected January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2017 to serve as the emissions baseline for the
OCC conversion project, as this 24-month period represented the greatest annual production
average. As shown in Table 4, average annual OCC production during this period was 123,500

air-dry tons (ADTs). Similarly, the maximum daily OCC production during this period was 480
ADTs.

OCC annual and daily production rates are projected to increase to 163,500 ADTs and 575 ADTs,
respectively, based on mill financial modeling and engineering design criteria.
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The following formulas were used to calculate hourly production rates in Table 4:
1. Max ADT/hr = ADT/day - 24hr/day
2. A verage ADT/hr = ADT/year - 329 operating days/year - 24hr/day
It is assumed that the OCC plant has and will continue to operate 329 days per year on account
of maintenance activities and millwide shutdowns.

Table 4 - Baseline and Projected OCC Production Rates
Baseline

Projected

Average ADT/hr

16

21

Max ADT/hr

20

23

ADT/day

480

550

ADT/year

123,500

163,500

This increase in OCC pulp will reduce the amount of Kraft pulp produced and also allow
increased production from PM2. Currently PM2 is limited by the amount of pulp the mill can
produce. With the increase in OCC pulp, the pulp mill will be able to keep up with the max
production rate of PM2.

Projected changes in TAP emissions have been calculated using the aforementioned emission
factors and are presented below in Table 5. Calculations were made using the following
formulas:

1. Baseline emissions = emission factor [Ib/ADT] x baseline production [ADT]
2. Projected emissions = emission factor [Ib/ADT] x projected production [ADT]
3. Change in emissions = projected emissions - baseline emissions
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Table 5 - TAPs Emissions from OCC Project

Emission Unit

Emission

Baseline

Projected

Change in

Factor1

Emissions

Emissions

Emissions

Averaging
Period2

ASIL2

SQER2

De
Minimus"

Averaging
Period

Above De

Above

Emissions

Minimus?

SQER?

(Ib/ADTP)

(Ib/year)

(Ib/d)

(Ib/year)

(Ib/d)

(Ib/year)

(Ib/d)

Acetaldehyde

1.16E-03

143

0.58

190

0.64

46.40

0.06

year

0.37

71

3.55

46.40

YES

No

Carbon Disulfide

1.58E-03

195

0.79

258

0.87

63.20

0.08

24-hr

800

105

5.26

0.08

No

No

Chloroform

4.98E-05

6

0.02

8

0.03

1.99

0.00

year

0.0435

8.35

0.417

1.99

YES

No

Cumene

5.80E-04

72

0.29

95

0.32

23.20

0.03

24-hr

400

52.6

2.63

0.03

No

No

Formaldehyde

1.38E-04

17

0.07

23

0.08

5.52

0.01

year

0.167

32

1.6

5.52

YES

No

Methanol

2.53E-03

312

1.27

414

1.39

101.20

0.13

24-hr

4000

526

26.3

0.13

No

No

2.50E-04

31

0.13

41

0.14

10.00

0.01

24-hr

5000

657

32.9

0.01

No

No

Methylene Chloride

1.68E-04

21

0.08

27

0.09

6.72

0.01

year

1

192

9.59

6.72

No

No

Phenol

3.07E-04

38

0.15

50

0.17

12.28

0.02

24-hr

200

26.3

1.31

0.02

No

No

Toluene

1.60E-03

198

0.80

262

0.88

64.00

0.08

24-hr

5000

657

32.9

0.08

No

No

Methyl Ethyl
Ketone

(ug/m3)

(Ibs/avg period)

1 - TAPS emission factors derived from NCASI Technical Bulletin No. 973 (2010), table 10.4 "Air Toxics Emissions from OCC and Recycled Paperboard Stock
Preparation". This table lists the minimum, maximum, median, and mean emission rates for tested sources. The highest value of the mean and median were
selected. If no median or mean were listed, the maximum detection limit was applied.
2 - WAC 173-460-150: Table of acceptable source impact level (ASIL), small quantity emission rate (SQER), and de minimis emission values
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4.0 Best Available Control Technology
As described in Section 2.4.2 of this application, BACT must be employed for all pollutants
which increase as a result of the construction of a new source or modification of an existing
source. Particulate matter and VOCs are the only NSR pollutants expected to increase in trace

amounts as a result of this project (Table 1). Furthermore, tBACT must be employed for all TAPs
for which the increase in emissions will exceed de minimus thresholds. Acetaldehyde,
chloroform, and formaldehyde meet this criterion and require tBACT analysis (Tables 5).
Trace quantities of particulate matter emissions may be present in OCC stock preparation area
vents; however, concentrations are not significant enough to be quantified. Measurement data
to quantify these emissions is not currently available. The volumes of air exhausted are large
and the concentration of emissions is small (the exhausts are mostly air and water vapor),
making method detection limits an important issue in the measurement of emissions. These

extremely high airflow rates make it technically challenging to treat OCC preparation area
emissions with incineration controls. Furthermore, PTPC is not aware of any pulp mills that
have implemented add-on VOC controls for recycled stock preparation sources.

In 2015, Nippon Paper in Port Angeles, WA (now McKinley Paper) submitted a NOC to the
Olympic Region Clean Air Agency (ORCAA) for conversion of an existing newsprint re-pulping
plant into an OCC re-pulping plant. The NOC was prepared by CH2M Hill who evaluated BACT
for the OCC pulping process. In this evaluation, CH2M determined that no available control
technology currently existed for this process.
Since add-on control techniques are not feasible and because of concerns about accurately

measuring emissions, PTPC proposes that BACT be established as a workplace standard based
on operating in a manner consistent with good air pollution control practices.

Port Townsend Paper Corporation | Notice of Construction Application 12
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ECOLOGY

Notice of Construction Application

A notice of construction permit is required before installing a new source of air pollution or

modifying an existing source of air pollution. This application applies to facilities in
Ecology's jurisdiction. Submit this application for review of your project. For general
information about completing the application, refer to Ecology Forms ECY 070-41 Oa-g,
"Instructions for Ecology's Notice of Construction Application."
Ecology offers up to 2 hours of free pre-application help. We encourage you to schedule a

pre-application meeting with the contact person specified for the location of your proposal
(see below). For more help than the initial 2 free hours, submit Part 1 of the application and
the application fee. You may schedule a meeting with us at any point in the process.

Completing the application, enclose it with a check for the initial fee and mail to:
WA Department of Ecology
Cashiering Unit
P.O. Box 47611

For Fiscal Office Use Only:
00 l-NSR-216-0299-000404

01ympia,WA 98504-7611

Check the box for the location of your proposal. For help, call the contact listed below.
Ecology Permitting Office
Chelan, Douglas, Kittitas, Klickitat, or Okanogan County
CRO Ecology Central Regional Office - Air Quality Program
Adams, Asotin, Columbia, Ferry, Franklin,
Garfield, Grant, Lincoln, Pend Oreille, Stevens,

ERO Walla Walla, or Whitman County
Ecology Eastern Regional Office - Air Quality Program
San Juan County

NWRO Ecology Northwest Regional Office - Air Quality Program

END

Kraft and Sulfite Paper Mills and Aluminum Smelters
Ecology Industrial Section - Waste 2 Resources Program

Contact
Lynnette Haller

(509) 457-7126
Ivnnette.hallepfl'.ecv.wa.spy

Jolaine Johnson

(509) 329-3452
jolaine.johnson'a ecv.vva.2ov

Dave Adler

(425) 649-7267
david.adlerrtecv.vva.gov

James DeMay

(360) 407-6868
james. demav'S.ecv.wa.gov

Permit manager:

II U.S. Department of Energy Hanford Reservation
NWP Ecology Nuclear Waste Program

Phil Gent
(509) 372-7983
phil.sentP^ecv.wa.gov

To request ADA accommodation, call (360) 407-6800, 711 (relay service), or 877-833-6341 (TTY).

ECY 070-410 (Rev. 11/2016)
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ECOLOGY

Notice of Construction Application

Check the box for the fee that applies to your application.
New project or equipment

_n

$1,500: Basic project initial fee covers up to 16 hours of review
$10,000: Complex project initial fee covers up to 106 hours of review

Change to an existing permit or equipment
$200: Administrative or simple change initial fee covers up to 3 hours of review
Ecology may determine your change is complex during completeness review of your application. If
your project is complex, you must pay the additional $675 before we will continue working on your
application.

$875: Complex change initial fee covers up to 10 hours of review
$350 flat fee: Replace or alter control technology equipment (WAC 173-400-114)
Ecology will contact you if we determine your change belongs in another fee categoiy. You must
pay the fee associated with that category before we will continue working on your application.

Read each statement, then check the box next to it to acknowledge that you agree.

The initial fee you submitted may not cover the cost of processing your application. Ecology will
track the number of hours spent on your project. If the number of hours Ecology spends exceeds

the hours included in your initial fee. Ecology will charge you $95 per hour for the extra time.
You must include all information in this application. Ecology may not process your application if it
does not mclude all the information requested.

Submittal of this application allows Ecology staff to inspect your facility.

ECY 070-410 (Rev. 11/2016) Page 2 of 6
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Part 1: General Information
I. Project, Facility, and Company Information
1. Project Name

OCC Pulper Upgrade
2. Facility Name
Port Townsend Paper Corporation
3. Facility Street Address
100 Mill Road, Port Townsend, WA 98368
4. Facility Legal Description

Kraft pulp and paper mill
5. Company Legal Name (if different than Facility Name)

NA
6. Company Mailing Address (street, city, state, zip)

100 Mill Road, Port Townsend, WA 98368
II. Contact Information and Certification
1. Facility Contact Name (who will be on-site)
Darren Wilson

2. Facility Contact Mailing Address (if different than Company Mailing Address)
3. Facility Contact Phone Number
360-379-2079

4. Facility Contact Email
darren.wilson@ptpc.com

5. Billing Contact Name (who should receive billing information)
Darren Wilson

6. Billing Contact Mailing Address (if different than Company Mailing Address)
7. Billing Contact Phone Number

8. Billing Contact Email

9. Consultant Name (optional - if 3rd party hired to complete application)
10. Consultant Organization/Company
11. Consultant Mailing Address (street, city, state, zip)
12. Consultant Phone Number

13.Consultant Email

14. Responsible Official Name and Title (person responsible for project policy or decision-making)

Michael Craft
15. Responsible Official Mailing Address

100 Mill Road, Port Townsend, WA 98368
16. Responsible Official Phone
360-379-2065

17. Responsible Official Email
michael.craft@ptpc.com

18. Responsible Official Certification and Signature
I certify that the information on this application is accurate and complete.

Signature

^ CL^- _Date /0-/-^

ECY 070-410 (Rev. 11/2016) Page 3 of 6
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Part 2: Technical Information

The Technical Information may be sent with this application to the Ecology Cashiering Unit,
or may be sent directly to the appropriate Ecology office along with a copy of this application.
For all sections, check the box next to each item as you complete it.

HI. Project Description
Attach the following to your application:
Description of your proposed project
Projected construction start and completion dates

Operating schedule and production rates
List of all major process equipment with manufacturer and maximum rated capacity
Process flow diagram with all emission points identified
Plan view site map
Manufacturer specification sheets for major process equipment components

II Manufacturer specification sheets for pollution control equipment
II Fuel specifications, including type, consumption (per hour and per year), and percent sulfur

IV. State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Compliance
Check the appropriate box below.
SEPA review is complete.
Include a copy of the final SEPA checklist and SEPA determination (e.g., DNS, MDNS,
EIS) with your application.
SEPA review has not been conducted.

II If SEPA review will be conducted by another agency, list the agency. You must
provide a copy of the final SEPA checklist and SEPA determination before Ecology
will issue your permit.

Agency Reviewing SEPA:

If SEPA review will be conducted by Ecology, fill out a SEPA checklist and submit it
with your application. You can find a SEPA checklist online at
http://vxvvw.ecv.wa.gov/pro.srams/sea/sepa/forms.htm.

ECY 070-410 (Rev. 11/2016) Page 4 of 6
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V. Emissions Estimations of Criteria Pollutants
Does your project generate air pollutant emissions? [~\ Yes [X] No
If yes, provide the following information about your air pollutant emissions:
Air pollutants emitted, such as carbon monoxide (COz), lead (Pb), nitrogen dioxide CNOz); ozone
(03), and volatile organic compounds (VOC), particulate matter (PM2.5, PMio, TSP), sulfur

dioxide (SOz)
J-Potential emissions of criteria air pollutants in tons per hour, tons per day, and tons per year

(include calculations)
Fugitive air pollutant emissions - pollutant and quantity

VI. Emissions Estimations of Toxic Air Pollutants
Does your project generate toxic air pollutant emissions? ^\ Yes |] No
If yes, provide the following information about your toxic air pollutant emissions:
Toxic air pollutants emitted (specified in WAC 173-460-150 )
Potential emissions of toxic air pollutants in pounds per hour, pounds per day, and pounds per

year (include calculations)
Fugitive toxic air pollutant emissions - pollutant and quantity

VII. Emission Standard Compliance
Does your project comply with all applicable standards identified? ^] Yes II No
Provide a list of all applicable new source performance standards, national emission standards
for hazardous air pollutants, national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants for source

categories, and emission standards adopted under the Washington Clean Air Act, Chapter 70.94
RCW.
VIII. Best Available Control Technology
[>3 Provide a complete evaluation of Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for your
proposal.

http:' apps.lea.wa.sov \VAC'default.asp\?cite= 173-460-150

ECY 070-410 (Rev. 11/2016) Page 5 of 6
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IX. Ambient Air Impacts Analyses
Does your project cause or contribute to a violation of any ambient air quality standard or
acceptable source impact level? II Yes [X] No
Provide the following:
Ambient air impacts analyses for criteria air pollutants (including fugitive emissions)
II Ambient air impacts analyses for toxic air pollutants (including fugitive emissions)
Discharge point data for each point included in ambient air impacts analyses (include only if
modeling is required)
Exhaust height
II Exhaust inside dimensions (diameter or length and width)
II Exhaust gas velocity or volumetric flow rate
Exhaust gas exit temperature

Volumetric flow rate
II Discharge description (i.e., vertically or horizontally) and if there are any obstructions (e.g.,
raincap)
II Emission unit(s) discharging from the point
Distance from the stack to the nearest property line
II Emission unit building height, width, and length
Height of tallest building on-site or in the vicinity, and the nearest distance of that building to the
exhaust

Facility location (urban or rural)

ECY 070-410 (Rev. 11/2016) Page6of6
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SEPA ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST
Purpose of checklist:
Governmental agencies use this checklist to help determine whether the environmental impacts of your
proposal are significant. This information is also helpful to determine if available avoidance, minimization
or compensatory mitigation measures will address the probable significant impacts or if an environmental
impact statement will be prepared to further analyze the proposal.
Instructions for applicants:
This environmental checklist asks you to describe some basic information about your proposal. Please
answer each question accurately and carefully, to the best of your knowledge. You may need to consult
with an agency specialist or private consultant for some questions. You may use "not applicable" or
"does not apply" only when you can explain why it does not apply and not when the answer is unknown.

You may also attach or incorporate by reference additional studies reports. Complete and accurate
answers to these questions often avoid delays with the SEPA process as well as later in the decisionmaking process.

The checklist questions apply to all parts of your proposal, even if you plan to do them over a period of
time or on different parcels of land. Attach any additional information that will help describe your proposal
or its environmental effects. The agency to which you submit this checklist may ask you to explain your
answers or provide additional information reasonably related to determining if there may be significant
adverse impact.

Instructions for Lead Agencies:
Please adjust the format of this template as needed. Additional information may be necessary to
evaluate the existing environment, all interrelated aspects of the proposal and an analysis of adverse
impacts. The checklist is considered the first but not necessarily the only source of information needed to
make an adequate threshold determination. Once a threshold determination is made, the lead agency is
responsible for the completeness and accuracy of the checklist and other supporting documents.

Use of checklist for nonproject proposals:
For nonproject proposals (such as ordinances, regulations, plans and programs), complete the applicable
parts of sections A and B plus the SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET FOR NONPROJECT ACTIONS (part D). Please
completely answer all questions that apply and note that the words "project," "applicant," and "property or
site" should be read as "proposal," "proponent," and "affected geographic area," respectively. The lead

agency may exclude (for non-projects) questions in Part B - Environmental Elements -that do not
contribute meaningfully to the analysis of the proposal.

A. Background FHELPI
1. Name of proposed project, if applicable: OCC Pulper Upgrade
2. Name of applicant: Port Townsend Paper Corporation

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960) Ju]y2016 Page 1 of 15

3. Address and phone number of applicant and contact person:
Darren Wilson

100 Milt Road, Port Townsend, WA 98368
360-370-2079
darren.wilson(5).ptpc.com

4. Date checklist prepared: 8/1/18
5. Agency requesting checklist: Washington State Department of Ecology
6. Proposed timing or schedule (including phasing, if applicable):
The upgrade of the OCC pulperwill be completed during the 2019 annual maintenance
shutdown at the end of October 2019. PTPC is expecting to start coordinating with
engineering consultants and contractors at the start of the fourth quarter of 2018. By
Nobember 2018, PTPC is expecting to begin ordering equipment and scheduling contract
labor to complete the installation.
7. Do you have any plans for future additions, expansion, or further activity related to or
connected with this proposal? If yes, explain. No
8. List any environmental information you know about that has been prepared, or will be
prepared, directly related to this proposal.
Notice of Construction Application

PSD Applicability Determination Application
9. Do you know whether applications are pending for governmental approvals of other
proposals directly affecting the property covered by your proposal? If yes, explain. NA
10. List any government approvals or permits that will be needed for your proposal, if known.
Notice of Construction Application

PSD Applicability Determination Application
11. Give brief, complete description of your proposal, including the proposed uses and the size
of the project and site. There are several questions later in this checklist that ask you to
describe certain aspects of your proposal. You do not need to repeat those answers on this
page. (Lead agencies may modify this form to include additional specific information on project
description.)
PTPC is planning to install a continuous pulper in the OCC plant in order to increase pulp
production for PM2. This pulperwill replace the existing batch pulper. Because the new
system will operate continuously, the plant will be able to produce 30% more OCC pulp
without modifications to the footprint of the plant or significant upgrades to material
processing equipment.
12. Location of the proposal. Give sufficient information for a person to understand the precise
location of your proposed project, including a street address, if any, and section, township, and

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAC 197-11-960) July 2016 Page 2 of 15

range, if known. If a proposal would occur over a range of area, provide the range or

boundaries of the site(s). Provide a legal description, site plan, vicinity map, and topographic
map, if reasonably available. While you should submit any plans required by the agency, you
are not required to duplicate maps or detailed plans submitted with any permit applications
related to this checklist.
The project will occur at the OCC facility at Port Townsend Paper Corporation, located at
100 Mill Road, Port Townsend, WA 98368. The project area is located in Jefferson County
in the Southeast Quarter, Section 16, Township SON, Range 1W.

B. Environmental Elements fHELPl
1. Earth fhelpl
a. General description of the site:
(circle one): Flat, rolling, hilly, steep slopes, mountainous, other

The project will be installed inside an existing building on a flat floor.
b. What is the steepest slope on the site (approximate percent slope)?
The project area is flat (<1% grade) and is inside an existing building.
c. What general types of soils are found on the site (for example, clay, sand, gravel, peat,

muck)? If you know the classification of agricultural soils, specify them and note any
agricultural land of long-term commercial significance and whether the proposal results in
removing any of these soils.

Fill soils
d. Are there surface indications or history of unstable soils in the immediate vicinity? If so,
describe.

No
e. Describe the purpose, type, total area, and approximate quantities and total affected area of
any filling, excavation, and grading proposed. Indicate source of fill.

Due to the increase expected in truck deliveries, an outbound truck scale will be added
to improve the logistics and traffic flow to and from the mill. The truck scale will be
located parallel to the incoming scale and the road widened to allow for outbound
traffic not requiring the scale. Approximately 1200 square yards (SY) asphalt and 160
cubic yards (CY) of earth fill will be removed and disposed of. Once the scale is
installed, the area will be backfilled with 50 CY of crushed aggregate No. 8910 and 400
CY of compacted fill material. The 600 SY surface will be cleaned, primed, and laid
with asphalt. All other work relating to the OCC project will occur in the existing
building and no other excavation work will be required.
f. Could erosion occur as a result of clearing, construction, or use? If so, generally describe.
No, as the project is inside an existing structure.

g. About what percent of the site will be covered with impervious surfaces after project
construction (for example, asphalt or buildings)?
SEPA Environmental checklist (WAC 197-11-960) July 2016 Page 3 of 15

No change in total impervious surface area from this project.
h. Proposed measures to reduce or control erosion, or other impacts to the earth, if any:

Construction will conform to Jefferson County Building Codes and is inside an existing
structure.

2. Air fhelpl
a. What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal during construction^
operation, and maintenance when the project is completed? If any, generally describe and
give approximate quantities if known. See below
b. Are there any off-site sources of emissions or odor that may affect your proposal? If so,
generally describe.

A decrease in odors can be expected from this project. The increase in OCC pulp
production will slightly offset Kraft pulp production, reducing the emissions of odorous
sulfur compounds used in the chemical pulping process.

Each new source review (NSR) pollutant is presented in Table 1 as well as the expected
increase from the OCC upgrade project. This increase is based on maximum potential
production rates by 2019 and is compared to a 24 month baseline production period
(2016-2017) for OCC. No pollutants are projected to be emitted at quantities above the
exemption levels listed in WAC 173-400-110(5)(a)(ii). As shown in Table 1, all emissions
from the OCC pulper upgrade are well below exemption thresholds and significant
emission rates (SER).
Table 1: PSD Pollutant Emissions
Pollutant

Carbon monoxide
Lead

Exemption
Threshold

SER2

Expected Change

(tpy)

from Project (tpy)

5

100

0.0 3

0.005

0.6

0.0 3

2

0.0 3

(tpy)

PM-10

0.75

PM-2.5

0.5

40
15
10

1.25

25

0.0 3

3.66

40

0.0 3

2
1

40

0.0 3

40

0.2

Nitrogen oxides

Total suspended particulates
Sulfur dioxide
Volatile Organic Compounds, total
Ozone Depleting Substances, total

Toxic Air Pollutants

The de minimis
emission rate
specified for each

TAP in WAC 173-

NA

0.0 3
0.0 3

See Table 2 for
TAP emissions.

460-150.

1 - WAC 173-400-110(5)(a)(ii)
2- WAC 173-400-810(27)

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960)
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3 - Compounds are associated with Kraft pulping but have not been quantified as a pollutant from
OCC processing facilities, assumed not to be present.

Ecology has established a de minimis level, a small quantity emission rate (SQER), and an
acceptable source impact level (ASIL) for each listed toxic air pollutant (TAP) in WAC 173-460150. Table 2 depicts the de minimus thresholds, small quantity emission rates, and projected
emissions of all 10 TAPs potentially emitted from OCC stock preparation. Acetaldehyde,
chloroform, and formaldehyde emissions were the only pollutants above de minimis thresholds.
However, projected emissions of all TAPs are expected to be below SQER thresholds,
demonstrating compliance with acceptable source impact levels.

Table 1

POLLUTANT

De
Minimus1

TAP Emission Summary
Projected
SQER1
Emissions

Above

Increase

Above De
Minimus?

SQER?

YES

No
No

(Ib/averaging period)
Acetaldehyde

3.55

71

46.40

Carbon Disulfide

5.26

105

0.08

No

1.99

YES

No
No

Chloroform

0.417

8.35

2.63

52.6

0.03

No

1.6

32

5.52

YES

No

Methanol

26.3

526

0.13

No

No

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

32.9

657

0.01

No

No

Methylene Chloride

9.59

192

6.72

No

No

Phenol

1.31

26.3

0.02

No

No

Toluene

32.9

657

0.08

No

No

Cumene

Formaldehyde

1 -WAC 173-460-150
c. Proposed measures to reduce or control emissions or other impacts to air, if any:

PTPC has investigated best available control technologies (BACT) for pollutants listed
above which increase as a result of the project. Trace quantities of particulate matter
emissions may be present in OCC stock preparation area vents. Measurement data to
quantify these emissions is scarce. The volumes of air exhausted are large and the
concentration of emissions is small (the exhausts are mostly air and water vapor),

making method detection limits an important issue in the measurement of emissions.
These extremely high airflow rates make it technically challenging to treat OCC
preparation area emissions with incineration controls. Furthermore, PTPC is not aware of

any pulp mills that have implemented add-on VOC controls for recycled stock
preparation sources.

PTPC will conduct construction and operate the OCC pulping facility in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices. Construction dust will be minimal,
and is expected to be minimized further by the fact that the project is slated to occur
during winter wet-season months.

3. Water fheld
a. Surface Water: fhelpl

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960)
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1) Is there any surface water body on or in the immediate vicinity of the site (including
year-round and seasonal streams, saltwater, lakes, ponds, wetlands)? If yes, describe
type and provide names. If appropriate, state what stream or river it flows into.

The mill is located on the waterfront of Glen Cove and Port Townsend Bay.
2) Will the project require any work over, in, or adjacent to (within 200 feet) the described
waters? If yes, please describe and attach available plans.

No, the project takes place inside existing structures
3) Estimate the amount of fill and dredge material that would be placed in or removed
from surface water or wetlands and indicate the area of the site that would be affected.
Indicate the source of fill material.
None

4) Will the proposal require surface water withdrawals or diversions? Give general
description, purpose, and approximate quantities if known.

No
5) Does the proposal lie within a 100-year floodplain? If so, note location on the site plan.
No, the project area is marked by the red circle. The 100-year flood plain is marked
as the shaded "Zone A" region on the map below

6) Does the proposal involve any discharges of waste materials to surface waters? If so,
describe the type of waste and anticipated volume of discharge.
No
b. Ground Water: fhelpl
1) Will groundwater be withdrawn from a well for drinking water or other purposes? If so,
give a general description of the well, proposed uses and approximate quantities

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960)
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withdrawn from the well. Will water be discharged to groundwater? Give general
description, purpose, and approximate quantities if known.

No
2) Describe waste material that will be discharged into the ground from septic tanks or
other sources, if any (for example: Domestic sewage; industrial, containing the
following chemicals. . . ; agricultural; etc.). Describe the general size of the system, the

number of such systems, the number of houses to be served (if applicable), or the
number of animals or humans the system(s) are expected to serve.

Does not apply

c. Water runoff (including stormwater):
1) Describe the source of runoff (including storm water) and method of collection
and disposal, if any (include quantities, if known). Where will this water flow?
Will this water flow into other waters? If so, describe.
Since this project is inside an existing structure there is no impact to Stormwater.
2) Could waste materials enter ground or surface waters? If so, generally describe.

No, this project is inside existing an existing building and is not exposed to water
runoff.

3) Does the proposal alter or otherwise affect drainage patterns in the vicinity of the site? If
so, describe.

No
d. Proposed measures to reduce or control surface, ground, and runoff water, and drainage

pattern impacts, if any: Not applicable

4. Plants rhelol
a. Check the types of vegetation found on the site: This project is inside an existing

building
_deciduous tree: alder, maple, aspen, other
_evergreen tree: fir, cedar, pine, other

shrubs
_grass
_pasture

_crop or grain
Orchards, vineyards or other permanent crops.
wet soil plants: cattail, buttercup, bullrush, skunk cabbage, other
_water plants: water lily, eelgrass, milfoil, other
_other types of vegetation

b. What kind and amount of vegetation will be removed or altered?
None

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960) July2016 Page 7 of 15

c. List threatened and endangered species known to be on or near the site.
Unknown
d. Proposed landscaping, use of native plants, or other measures to preserve or enhance

vegetation on the site, if any:
None

e. List all noxious weeds and invasive species known to be on or near the site.
Unknown

5. Animals fhelpl
a. Ust any birds and other animals which have been observed on or near the site or are known
to be on or near the site.
Birds: hawk, heron, eagle, songbirds
Mammals: deer, beaver, otter
Fish: bass, salmon, trout, herring, shellfish

There are a number of birds, mammals and marine fish and shellfish known to
inhabit Glen Cove, Port Townsend Bay. The animals indicated above are known
to inhabit he surrounding area, but not in the building where the project is located.
b. List any threatened and endangered species known to be on or near the site.

PTPC is unaware of any state threatened or endangered species that inhabit the area.
c. Is the site part of a migration route? If so, explain.
Yes, different species of ducks and geese have been observed in this area, and also

utilize the ASB pond on-site.
d. Proposed measures to preserve or enhance wildlife, if any:

None
e. List any invasive animal species known to be on or near the site.
Unknown

6. Energy and Natural Resources fhelpl
a. What kinds of energy (electric, natural gas, oil, wood stove, solar) will be used to meet

the completed project's energy needs? Describe whether it will be used for heating,
manufacturing, etc.

Electric power will be purchased as part of the normal mill power purchase.
b. Would your project affect the potential use of solar energy by adjacent properties?
If so, generally describe.

No

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960) July 2016 Page 8 of 15

c. What kinds of energy conservation features are included in the plans of this proposal?
List other proposed measures to reduce or control energy impacts, if any:
None

7. Environmental Health | help I
a. Are there any environmental health hazards, including exposure to toxic chemicals, risk
of fire and explosion, spill, or hazardous waste, that could occur as a result of this proposal?
If so, describe. No

1) Describe any known or possible contamination at the site from present or past uses.
None

2) Describe existing hazardous chemicals/conditions that might affect project development
and design. This includes underground hazardous liquid and gas transmission pipelines
located within the project area and in the vicinity. None

3) Describe any toxic or hazardous chemicals that might be stored, used, or produced
during the project's development or construction, or at any time during the operating
life of the project. None

4) Describe special emergency services that might be required.
No additional emergency services will be required.
5) Proposed measures to reduce or control environmental health hazards, if any: None

b. Noise
1) What types of noise exist in the area which may affect your project (for example:
traffic, equipment, operation, other)? None

2) What types and levels of noise would be created by or associated with the project on a
short-term or a long-term basis (for example: traffic, construction, operation, other)? Indicate what hours noise would come from the site. All short term and long term noise

would be inside the existing structure and not distinguishable from outside. Typical
construction noise will not be louder than typical industrial noise.
3) Proposed measures to reduce or control noise impacts, if any: None

8. Land and Shoreline Use fhelpl
a. What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties? Will the proposal affect current
land uses on nearby or adjacent properties? If so, describe.

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAG 197-11-960) July 2016 Page 9 Of 15

Industrial site - Kraft pulp and paper mill. This project will not affect current land
uses.

b. Has the project site been used as working farmlands or working forest lands? If so, describe.
How much agricultural or forest land of long-term commercial significance will be converted to
other uses as a result of the proposal, if any? If resource lands have not been designated,
how many acres in farmland or forest land tax status will be converted to nonfarm or
nonforest use? No

1) Will the proposal affect or be affected by surrounding working farm or forest land normal
business operations, such as oversize equipment access, the application of pesticides,

tilling, and harvesting? If so, how: No

c. Describe any structures on the site. Boiler buildings, Kraft pulp mill buildings, paper
machines, offices, mechanical and maintenance buildings.

d. Will any structures be demolished? If so, what? No

e. What is the current zoning classification of the site? Heavy industrial

f. What is the current comprehensive plan designation of the site? Heavy Industrial (HI) from
Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan (2003)

g. If applicable, what is the current shoreline master program designation of the site? High
Intensity Shoreline per Jefferson County Shoreline Master Program (2010)

h. Has any part of the site been classified as a critical area by the city or county? If so, specify.
According to Jefferson County's online jMap portal, the project area has the following
sensitivities: Seismic Hazard, Coastal SIPZ, Port Townsend Bay TidelandsA/Vetland

(Composite(DNR, NWI, SCS)
i. Approximately how many people would reside or work in the completed project?
No additional people required

j. Approximately how many people would the completed project displace? None

k. Proposed measures to avoid or reduce displacement impacts, if any: Does not apply
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L. Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatible with existing and projected land
uses and plans, if any: Does not apply

m. Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts to agricultural and forest lands of long-term

commercial significance, if any: Does not apply

9. Housing fhelpl
a. Approximately how many units would be provided, if any? Indicate whether high, middle, or
low-income housing. Does not apply

b. Approximately how many units, if any, would be eliminated? Indicate whether high,
middle, or low-income housing. Does not apply

c. Proposed measures to reduce or control housing impacts, if any: Does not apply

10. Aesthetics fhelpl
a. What is the tallest height of any proposed structure(s), not including antennas; what is
the principal exterior building material(s) proposed? The project is located inside an
existing building with no external changes.

b. What views in the immediate vicinity would be altered or obstructed? None

b. Proposed measures to reduce or control aesthetic impacts, if any: None

11. Light and Glare fhelpl
a. What type of light or glare will the proposal produce? What time of day would it mainly
occur? None, the project is located inside an existing building with no external
changes.

b. Could light or glare from the finished project be a safety hazard or interfere with views?
None, the project is located inside an existing building with no external changes.

c. What existing off-site sources of light or glare may affect your proposal? None
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d. Proposed measures to reduce or control light and glare impacts, if any: None

12. Recreation [help]
a. What designated and informal recreational opportunities are in the immediate vicinity?
PortTownsend Bay provides fishing and boating recreational opportunities.
b. Would the proposed project displace any existing recreational uses? If so, describe. No

c. Proposed measures to reduce or control impacts on recreation, including recreation

opportunities to be provided by the project or applicant, if any: None

13. Historic and cultural preservation fhelpl
a. Are there any buildings, structures, or sites, located on or near the site that are over 45 years

old listed in or eligible for listing in national, state, or local preservation registers ? If so,
specifically describe. Unknown
b. Are there any landmarks, features, or other evidence of Indian or historic use or occupation?
This may include human burials or old cemeteries. Are there any material evidence, artifacts,

or areas of cultural importance on or near the site? Please list any professional studies
conducted at the site to identify such resources. Unknown

c. Describe the methods used to assess the potential impacts to cultural and historic resources
on or near the project site. Examples include consultation with tribes and the department of
archeology and historic preservation, archaeological surveys, historic maps, G IS data, etc.
None
d. Proposed measures to avoid, minimize, or compensate for loss, changes to, and disturbance
to resources. Please include plans for the above and any permits that may be required. None

14. Transportation [help1
a. Identify public streets and highways serving the site or affected geographic area and
describe proposed access to the existing street system. Show on site plans, if any.

Materials would be transported on Highway 19 and Highway 20 and turn onto Mill Road
for delivery to the mill.
b. Is the site or affected geographic area currently served by public transit? If so, generally
describe. If not, what is the approximate distance to the nearest transit stop? No

c. How many additional parking spaces would the completed project or non-project proposal
have? How many would the project or proposal eliminate? None
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d. Will the proposal require any new or improvements to existing roads, streets, pedestrian,

bicycle or state transportation facilities, not including driveways? If so, generally describe
(indicate whether public or private). No

e. Will the project or proposal use(or occur in the immediate vicinity of) water, rail, or air
transportation? If so, generally describe. No

f. How many vehicular trips per day would be generated by the completed project or proposal?
If known, indicate when peak volumes would occur and what percentage of the volume would
be trucks (such as commercial and nonpassenger vehicles). What data or transportation
models were used to make these estimates?
On account of more incoming raw materials, about 4 trucks per day increase in

present traffic could be expected. This estimate is based on the expected change
in OCC production and the average tonnage capacity per truck.
g. Will the proposal interfere with, affect or be affected by the movement of agricultural and
forest products on roads or streets in the area? If so, generally describe. No

h. Proposed measures to reduce or control transportation impacts, if any:
None

15. Public Services fhelpl
a. Would the project result in an increased need for public services (for example: fire protection,
police protection, public transit, health care, schools, other)? If so, generally describe. No

b. Proposed measures to reduce or control direct impacts on public services, if any. None

16. Utilities fhelpl
a. Circle utilities currently available at the site:
Electricity, natural gas, water, refuse service, telephone, sanitary sewer, septic system,

other

Describe the utilities that are proposed for the project, the utility providing the service,
and the general construction activities on the site or in the immediate vicinity which might
be needed.

Utilities will be unchanged. PTPC will continue to purchase electricity from BPA and
Jefferson PUD
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C. Signature {HELP
The above answers are true and complete to the best of my knowledge. I understand that the
lead agency is relying on them to make its decision.
Signature:
Name of signee Pl I 'W 'C-^A^-T'
Position and Agency/Organization M ^^ M^fts^&IC. •PT' f/^P^"^
Date Submitted: /0 -/- / <^

D. Supplemental sheet for nonproject actions [HELPI
(IT IS NOT NECESSARY to use this sheet for project actions)
Because these questions are very general, it may be helpful to read them in conjunction
with the list of the elements of the environment.
When answering these questions, be aware of the extent the proposal, or the types of
activities likely to result from the proposal, would affect the item at a greater intensity or
at a faster rate than if the proposal were not implemented. Respond briefly and in
genera] terms.

1. How would the proposal be likely to increase discharge to water; emissions to air; production,
storage, or release of toxic or hazardous substances; or production of noise?

Proposed measures to avoid or reduce such increases are:

2. How would the proposal be likely to affect plants, animals, fish, or marine life?

Proposed measures to protect or conserve plants, animals, fish, or marine life are:

3. How would the proposal be likely to deplete energy or natural resources?

Proposed measures to protect or conserve energy and natural resources are:

SEPA Environmental checklist (WAC 197-11-960) July2016 Page14of15
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FIGURE 1 - OCC Site Location

Port Townsend Paper Corporation - 100 Mill Road Port Townsend, WA 98368 | 8/1/2018
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New & Modified Equipment

Description

New No.1 Infeed Conveyor Wire Cutter

A new wire cutter will be added to the feed end of the

with new hydraulic unit, hydraulic

conveyor. This will allow bales to be loaded properly (two

pump, hydraulic pump motor, hydraulic

at a time) and oriented so that the wires will be cut and

unit heat exchanger

the bales flaked off into the pulper for a more continuous

Manufacturer
Andritz

feed.

Modified No.1 Infeed Conveyor with

The existing pulper feed conveyor drive will be converted

Andritz,

new motor and variable frequency drive

to operate continuously via a variable frequency drive. The

Toshiba

(VFD)

conveyor speed will modulate as part of the consistency

motor

control strategy in the pulper. A new gear reducer drive
system and smaller motor will be installed for this service.
Modified No.l Pulper with new motor,

The pulper will be converted from a batch high density

Andritz

gear recfucer, gear reducer lube unit,

configuration to a continuous low-density configuration.

gear reducer tube oil pump, gear

This work requires the removal of the existing rotor

Model Voith
HD70

reducer lube oil pump motor

followed by removal of the existing gear drive and main
pulper motor. The bottom of the pulper is then cut out

Toshiba

and removed and a new extraction chamber arrangement

motor

fitted into the bottom of the pulper with the chamber fully
welded into the tub after exacting alignment steps. A new
drive reducer will then be installed in place of the larger
existing drive. After alignment, a new extraction plate and
FSR4 FiberSolve Pulper Rotor is mounted to the gear
reducer output shaft to complete the conversion to low
density. The existing 1500 HP motor is replaced with an
800 HP motor.
New No.1 Pulper Ragger with new

A new ragger is required and will be installed on the

Andritz

motor, variable frequency drive (VFD),

operating floor. This will require cutting an opening in the

Model:

rag rope butter, rag rope cutter

existing the pulper splash shield. The ragger installation

RagPulRP2

hydraulic unit, rag rope cutter hydraulic

will include a variable frequency drive to adjust the speed

pump, rag rope cutter hydraulic motor

of removal of the rag rope. The rag rope will discharge
through a chute down into the basement to an elevated
platform where the rag rope can be cut and discharged
into a dumpster. This cfumpster will also contain all other
heavy rejects from the plant. The rag rope cutter includes
a hydraulic unit to provide power to the cutter. The cutter
operation is manual and can only be actuated locally by an
operator for safety reasons.

New No.1 Pulper Junk Trap Tower

rhe existing extracting pulper detrasher (Contaminex) will
be removed. Ajunktrap system designed to separate out
icavy rejects and overflow pulp and light trash for the

New No.1 Pulper Trash Pump with new

jetrashing system will be installed in the existing space.

motor

Fhe junktrap will be connected to the pulper via the
Bxisting 30-inch piping connection currently feeding the

Andritz
Trash Trap

TT1800
<\ndritz
Model:

DP350-650

New No.1 Pulper Detrasher with new

existing detrasher from the pulper tub. The junktrap

^ndritz

motor

>ystem will include a double valve trap system for periodic

Vlodel:

jumping of heavy rejected material. This double valve

HbreGuard
=604

system will discharge into the existing Screenex for
-emoval of the heavy contaminants and recovery of the
A/ater and fiber. The junktrap system will be designed to
3verflow into the suction of a new trash pump feeding the
jetrasher system. The trash pump will require dilution
water to the inlet for reducing the consistency prior to

pumping to the new detrasher. This new detrasher will be
installed on an elevated mezzanine platform extension on
the operating floor level that will be at the same level as
the existing HD cleaners. Accepts from the detrasherwill
flow back to the pulper tub or the pulper extraction pump
while the rejects will flow to the drum screen for removal
of rejects and recovery of water and fiber. Pressurized
dilution water is required for the detrasher for washing
and flushing. The unit operates on a batch cycle that
repeats continuously to keep the trash content down in
the pulpertub.
New No.1 Pulper Discharge Pump

A new pulper extraction pump will be required because

Sulzer

the existing pump is too large for the needs of a

Model: APT

continuous operating system. The new pump will operate

53-10

under consistency control and will be piped to feed a
modified high density cleaning system. The accepts from
the high-density cleaners will be piped to the existing
dump chest which will include a new level control valve to
control the level in the dump chest. A pressure
recirculation control system is included to maintain
acceptable flow through the cleaners at all times. The
recirculated stock will be piped back to the suction of the
new pulper extraction pump.

AWTOKL
2. Technical Specifications
2.1 Pulper Feed System
2.1.1 Wire Cutter Guillotine
The wire cutting guillotine uses an A-8 hardened steel knife set, and moves rapidly to shear the bale wires where
they are under tension. The guillotine uses a high-low pressure hydraulic system to move the knife rapidly to the
bale, cut into the bale with required force, and rapidly retract the knife. This is done in a rapid cycle, resulting in
minimum knife interaction with a bale. One hydraulic cylinder contains a Temposonic position device so knife
travel can be controlled.
Wire Cutter features include
Guillotine knife width is 92", allowing clearance inside the frame but covering most width.
Steel construction and coating is as noted above.
The main is constructed as follows:

Vertical Uprights - dual HSS 8X8X1/2
Crossmembers - dual MC12X31 at mid and top levels
Cross Bracing - dual HSS3X3X1/4
Chipper steel knives are replaceable and re-sharpenable, constructed of two (2) standard stock 48" long
sections and attached to the cross head at 6" intervals with 7/8" diameter grade 8 steel studs and nuts.
1-1/2" thick plate cross head knife holder is guided in the frame by 14" length replaceable brass wear
plates and angles at the four corner points.
The Guillotine cutter is enclosed with a tube steel frame with Lexan side panels and provided with cylinder guards
Dual 6" bore by 18 "stroke Parker 2H hydraulic cylinders to operate the guillotine
Cylinders are pre-connected, with lower ports hard piped directly to individual Sun counterbalance
valves, preventing sudden knife descent on hydraulic failure and then piped to the guillotine mounted
hydraulic controls.
Cylinders are accessible from the floor without removing any structure.
Dead plate support structure with UHMW wear plate to support the slat conveyor in the Guillotine Cutter
area.

A complete hydraulic power unit including
1. Suction strainer
2. Tandem high-low pressure gear pumps and coupling
3. 40 HP 1750 RPM TEFC C face foot mounted motor
4. 60 gallon Hydrocraft reservoir
5. Sun relief valve and pressure gage
6. Return in-line filter
7. High temperature - Low level alarm
8. Air-oil hydraulic fluid cooler
9. 10' of Parker power and return hydraulic hoses to connect to the guillotine.
10. 120 VAC dual solenoid directional control valve
Adjustable Alien Bradley travel limit switches on the guillotine, and Alien Bradley Photoswitch for Bale
Approach sensing
Banner Ultrasonic sensor provides 4-20 ma DC signal for bale top location
Temposonic device in one Parker cylinder provide a 4-20 ma DC signal for knife position
The Guillotine is shop pre-connected using standard Parker hydraulic hose and fittings.
All hydraulic components are factory connected and tested.
2.1.2 Conveyor Speed Reducer for Continuous Operation
Design speed - 3.6 fpm
Required motor- 10 HP, 1750 rpm
Included -speed reducerwith drive mounting plate
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2.2 Pulping and Detrashing
2.2.1 Pulper Upgrade
Andritz is pleased to submit the enclosed proposal to supply a pulper conversion package for your Voith
HD70 pulper to allow it to process 775 t/d of OCC.
We are proposing a new 800 HP gear drive, extraction chamber, plate, rotor and adapter hub.
At the heart this upgrade is the Andritz FSR rotor. The unit we are quoting is similar to, but smaller than the

unit presently operating in the world's largest single line of OCC (1700 tpd) pulping at Shandong Chenming,
China.

The FSR Rotor Design achieves excellent defibering due to the unique wing shape, resulting in superior vat
turnover and stable operation, even at higher consistencies. The high pumping efficiency of the rotor increases the fiber to fiber friction and reduces the reliance on conventional rotor to plate clearance and attrition forces. Bale submergence is greatly improved due to the high vat turnover.
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Pulp & Paper
For the vane top surfaces, we propose an easy to service hard faced rotor technology. The leading edges are covered with Andritz H5 hardened steel plates that can easily and cost effectively be replaced as
they wear.

k.^
For the lower leading edges, Andritz offers bolt-on wear bars.This will ensure easy restoration of this critical
surface, so that the edges are always kept sharp and optimize the deflaking of the OCC. The shoes are made
of special hard steel, heat treated to a hardness of 55-60 HCR. The wear bars are shown in the pictures below.

^
FSR RotorWith Custom Adapter Hub
The rotorwill come attached to an easy to service hub allowing adjustment of rotor-to-plate clearance.

Confidential document. All rights reserved. No duplication or disclosure to third parties permitted v/ithout the written consent of ANDRIT2 INC.
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Design Criteria

occ

1. Pulp Type
2. Pulper Tonnage (present)
3. Pulping consistency

4%

4. Vat size

95 m3 useable volume

5. Installed HP
6. Targeted power consumption
7. Extraction Plate
8. Rotor speed
9. Rotor Recommendation
10. Mode of Operation
11. Operating parameters

200 RPM, gear drive (tbc)

775 bdstpd feed

800 HP
85% FLA

5/8" hole size

FSR

Continuous
Continuous, 7 min retention

17kWh/t;6.3kW/m3
Scope of Supply
FSR4 FiberSolve Pulper Rotor:
FSR Rotor; CW rotation
Material: stainless steel with hard-metal wear covers
Custom designed adapter hub engineered to fit existing shaft
Fasteners for rotor to hub connection

Shim kit for height adjustment
Packing sleeve for hub
Bolt-on wear shoes

Extraction Chamber with new Plate:

EXTRACTION PLATE
Material: SS420 HT

5/8" holes, reversible design

EXTRACTION CHAMBER
Material 316 SST
Stuffing Box

All required fasteners
ADAPTER RING; weld-to design to adapt new chamber to tub bottom,
New 800 HP Gear Drive;
Right angle gear reduced, custom designed for new extraction chamber and FSR rotor
Rotor will be direct shaft-mount design using carrier hub.
Shaft mounted forced lubrication pump
Axial cooling fan on HSS
Includes high speed coupling
Support pedestal, carbon steel epoxy painted
Andritz will provide the engineering for and manufacture the new retrofit components, however, it is the
responsibility of Port Townsend Paper to confirm or provide access to all required dimensional information.

2.2.2 Pulper Vat TrashTrap TT1 800 incl. Foundation Material
Made of stainless steel material EN 1.4301 /AISI 304 or equivalent; with connections for de-trashing machines;
incl. welding material and foundation fasteners (if applicable), supplied loose
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2.2.3 One(1)AndritzRagPullRP2
Machine overview

The ANDRITZ RagPull RP is used to pull impurities spun into
a rope out of the pulper. It enables stable ragging operations
due to its continuous operation principle. Additionally, the
torque progression of the frequency converter drive can be
monitored on the DOS screen in the control room. This monitoring enables accurate adjustment of the pulling speed for
changing rag forming conditions.
The open design makes rag handling easier. Easy cleaning is
provided by the closed frame design. An optimized set of levers exerts maximum force at the maximum rag diameter.
Advantages
• Continuous operation via speed controlled motor
• Direct drive (no couplings)
• Open design enables easy rag handling
• Rags up to 700 mm in diameter and 15 m in length.
• Installation angle of complete ragger can be adjusted

TECHNICAL DATA:
Adjustable up to 0.6 m/min

Winding speed:
Rag diameter:
Operating pressure of the pneumatic cylinders:
Main Motor
Nominal power
Nominal speed

max. 700 mm

90 to 150 psig

3 HP
1400 rpm

Painting: According to the ANDRITZ painting standard AWN 128.004 (based on DIN EN ISO 12944);
Coating System C3: 2 layers; total thickness 200 pm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:
Supplied by

SUP PUR
Foundation Material

For frame, supplied loose

x

Frame

Welded construction made of carbon steel

x

Lever Pneumatic

For lever weight wheel

Cylinder
Lever Weight Wheel

Swing device for moving the weight wheel

Ragger Roll

Welded construction made of stainless steel, material
EN 1.4404/AISI 316L or equivalent; with grease lubricated roller bearings

Weight Wheel

Welded construction made of carbon steel, with plain
bearing

x
x
x
x
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Supplied by
SUP PUR
Pneumatic Cylinder For lifting and pulling the weight wheel

x

Gear Drive

Planetary gear drive, mounted on frame

Starting Rope

With dee shackle

Pneumatics

Pre-lnstallation of the pneumatics on the RagPull

Control Box

Incl. Start/Stop button for motor and fast forward/backward direction

x

Motor

NEMA standard

x

x
x
x

Frequency Converter For main motor

Rag Tail Cutter

Heavy Duty Frame Fabricated of A-36 Plates
Shapes and Members
40" ,40" wide opening
Two (2) 7" Bore Parker Hydraulic Cylinders

x

x

15 HP Hydraulic Power Unit
Manual Pushbutton Station

Confidential document. All rights reserved. No duplication or disclosure lo Ihird parties permitted without the written consent of ANDRITZ INC.
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2.2.4 One (1) Andritz Detrashing Pump DP350-650
Machine overview
The ANDRITZ DetrashingPump DP350-650 is a core part of pulper detrashing systems. The DP350-650 pumps light rejects from the pulperto
a detrasher and helps to keep the pulper clean.
The design allows handling of large light rejects common in recycled
paper applications.
Advantages
• Optimized housing design
• Open-faced impeller
• Hardfaced impeller for extended lifetime
• Optional wear liner for housing available for extended lifetime

TECHNICAL DATA:

650 mm

Rotor diameter:
Feed connection:

400 mm

350 mm
%

Pressure connection:

Permitted stock consistency range:
Main Motor
Nominal power
Nominal speed

up to 5

75
1200

HP
rpm

Utilities:

Quantity Demand

Sealing water requirement at 45 psi pressure, total:

0.15-0.5 gpm permanently

Painting: According to the ANDRITZ painting standard AWN 128.004 (based on DIN EN ISO 12944);
Coating System C3: 2 layers; total thickness 200 |jm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:
Supplied by

SUP
Foundation Material

Housing

For housing, supplied loose

PUR

x

Welded construction made of stainless steel, material

EN 1.4404/AISI316L or equivalent
Rotor

Bearing Unit

Open-faced impeller rotor with vanes protected with
wear resistant hard facing, material EN 1.4404 /AISI
316L or equivalent
Bearing housing made of carbon steel with grease lubricated bearings
Shaft made of carbon steel; plasma-nitrided shaft protection sleeve made of stainless steel, material EN

x

x

1.4404 / AISI 316L or equivalent
Shaft Sealing

Stuffing box with bi-partite stuffing box gland

x
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Supplied by

SUP PUR
Drive incl.

Foundation Material

2 V-belt pulleys and 1 set ofV-belts; motor plate, sliding rail and fixing screws

Safety Covers and
Guards

Around moving parts made of carbon steel RAL 1021

Sealing Water
Control Unit

Flow controller (operating range 0-3 1/min) to adjust,
display and monitor the amount of sealing water and
the sealing water pressure with minimum flow switch;
supplied loose

Motor

NEMA Standard

x

(yellow)

x
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2.2.5 One (1) Andritz FibreGuard FG04
Machine overview

The ANDRITZ FibreGuard FG is a core part of low
consistency pulping systems. It is used for all kinds of
paper grades. The FG removes light rejects and
keeps the pulper clean.
The design allows easy maintenance as the gap between rotor and screen plate can be adjusted from
the outside without opening the machine. The three
bladed bend cast rotor is equipped with wear protection for extended lifetime.
Advantages
• Large screening area

• Screen plate completely covered by the rotor
• Easy maintenance
• Adjustment of the gap between rotor and
screen plate possible from the outside

TECHNICAL DATA:
Machine volume:
Overall weight (empty, without motor):
Permitted stock consistency range:
Screen plate perforation:
Rotor speed:

4 m3
5500 kg
3.5-5.0 %
014 mm
240 rpm

Main Motor
Nominal power
Nominal speed

200
1200

Utilities:

HP
rpm

Quantity

water requirement at 45 psi pressure, total:

0.15- 1.5 gpm

Demand
continuous

Painting: All machine parts not of stainless steel are sandblasted SA 2.5 and painted ace. to the below paint
standard.

PerANDRITZ Paint Spec standard AWN 128.004
1 prime coat of2K Epoxy (60 microns),
1 intermediate coat of 2K Epoxy (60 microns),

1 top coat of 2K PUR (60 microns) in colour RAL 5015 (sky blue)
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:
Supplied by

SUP PUR
Foundation Material For frame, supplied loose
Housing

x

Welded construction made of stainless steel, material
EN 1.4404/AISI 316L or equivalent; stiffeners and
foot plates made of carbon steel

Confidential document. All rights reserved, No duplication or disclosure to third parties permitted v/ithout the written consent of ANDR1T2 !NC.
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Supplied by

SUP PUR
Annular Channel

Welded construction made of stainless steel, material

EN 1.4404 / AISI 316L or equivalent

x

Bearing Unit

Bearing housing made of carbon steel with grease lubricated roller bearings
Shaft: Made of carbon steel; shaft protection sleeve
made of stainless steel, material EN1.4301 / AISI 304
or equivalent

Shaft Sealing

Stuffing box with bi-partite stuffing box gland

Rotor

Casted stainless steel, material SDMn5 (Lean Duplex)
or equivalent with wear protection

x

Screen Plate

Made of hardened stainless steel, material EN 1.4006 /
AISI 410 or equivalent with wear resistant cutting strips

x

Belt Drive

Belt drive with two (2) V-belt pulleys and one (1) set of
V-belts

Safety Covers and
Guards

Around all moving parts, made of carbon steel, paint-

Frame

Welded construction made of carbon steel; incl. displacing arrangement for cleaning and maintenance
purposes

work RAL 1021 (yellow)

Sealing Water
Control Unit

Flow controller (operating range 0-3 1/min) to adjust,
display and monitor the amount of sealing water and
the sealing water pressure with minimum flow switch;
supplied loose

Junk Trap

Made of stainless steel; 2 pneumatic gate valves; upper gate valve with round shaped entry and rectangular exit, lower gate valve with round shaped entry and -

x

x
x

x

x

exit, incl. limit switches for "open" and "close" position,

x

supplied loose
Pressure Transmitter

To indicate operating pressure in accept pipe, supplied
loose

Set of Expansion
Joints

Set of three (3) expansion joints made of rubber or
stainless steel, material EN 1.4301 /AISI 304 or
equivalent

Motor

NEMA Standard

Confidenlial document. All rights reserved. No duplicat'on or disclosure to third parties permitted without the written consent of ANDRITZ INC.

x
x
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d2 - Durchlauf
- DN2 - Accepts"

Einlauf
Inlet
Alimentatlon

i Pslle acceptee

0350/12x023

250

300

0400/12x023

300

DP400 - 740

400

0515/16x027

400

350

145

205

150

250

714

625

196

350

1615

1049

1350

250

DP300 - 650

400

1763

0515/16x027

DP250-S60

17

495

1011

1000

d2

432

887

1506

800

0400/12x023

DN2

16

1319

0350/12x023

d1

15

13

11

DN1

14

12

d3

Size

18

19

h1

h2

h3

995

850

700

1250

450

800

1260

1025

800

1450

550

900

1385

1100

1900

700

1200

Ma&liche Anderungen vorbehalten
Dimensions may be subject to modification
MaBe in mm
Dimensions in mm

Gewicht in kg

MaRblatt

Weight in kg

Dimensional drawing
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Detrashing Pump DP

Andritz AG. Graz. Austria
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H. Bauer
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MaBblatt Nr. / Dimensional drawing no.
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Ringkanal in wartungsstellung
annular channel in case of maintenance
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size

FG01

net volume

1m3

FG02 2m3
FG04 4m3

Ill I

lllii
i'?
•a'

S?

total weight rotor dia. dia. A
2550kg
wo. Motor

5500kg

wo. Motor

dia.C

dia.D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

1180
1500

0

p

Q

R

2400 2240

DN250 DN250 DN200 DN300 1210

wo. Motor

3550kg

dia, B

1190

470 763 208 815 1255 2998 2796 762 3425
D N450 DN450 DN400 DN400 1810 1540 2217 1504 1000 550 909 254 1005 1349 3560 3230 762 4044
DN300 DN300 DN250 DN300 1510 1210 1803 1213 810
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NOTES.

1. HYDRAULIC PUMPING UNIT SUPPLIED VITH 10 FT. DF HDSE
FOR REMOTE LDCATIDN,

2. FDR ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC SEE BVG. <t 1308-5419-1)100,
1308-5419-11300 t 1308-5419-B302.

3. FOR HYDRAULIC PDVER UNIT SCHEMATIC SEE DUG, » 1E575-D41.
4. ALL WIRING TO ELECTIC MDTDR «, CDNTRDL PANEL BY CUSTDMER
S. MDTDR STARTER BY CUSTOMER.

PAINTINfi NHTF.
1. ALL STL. TD BE SANBBLAST. (SSPC-SP-6 CDMMERCIAL BLAST.)

2. ONE COAT OF RED OXIDE ALKYB PRIMER PAINT.

3. DNE TOP CDAT 'HAZE GRAY' ALKYD ENAMEL PAINT

EXCEPT GUARDS TD BE'SAFETY YELLDV 8,
CRDSSHEAD Td BE -SAFETY ORANGE'.

6. FOR HYDRAULIC POUER UNIT SEE DVG. » 9S08-8G.

HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

3' BIA. BORE x 18- STROKE.

.1C CYLINDERS
y BIA. BORE x 18' STRDKE.
•/ TEHPDSDNICS TRANSDUCER.
BALE APROACH SENSDR.
ALLEN/BRABLETi PHOTDSVITCH,

TOP OF CHAIN

SUPPORTS.—

•NDTEi

—TOR SLAT CDNVEYDR REWDRK
SEE DWG, t» 15346. I

I
;8> - 1 1/4' DIA. HOLES THRU FOR
I' DIA. ANCHOR BOLTS.

NEV LEGS UNDER CUSTOMER
CDNVEYDR.

HYDRAUUC CONTROL
VALVE.
CDNTRDL t MCrmR CDNTROL PANEL.
PRDVIDE 400VAC 3 PH FOR 25 HP
HDTDR.

BALE WIRE CUTTER
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
10/3/131 GLE I FULL I 11636-41A

SULZER

Pump Performance Datasheet
: Yates Engineers

Sulzer Reference ID

: USA.7246-GSP.17.0468-BO

:APT53-10(0)

Item number

: 001

Type / Size
Stages

Service

: No. 1 Pulper Discharge Pump
:1

uustomer

Inquiry Number/ID

Quantity

:1
:APP53-250 1200_ORev1
: 21 Aug 2017 10:49 AM

Based on curve number

Date of Last Update

Operating Conditions
Flow, rated

: 4,800.0 USgpm

Liquid type

Differential head / pressure, rated (requested)

: 150.0ft

Additional liquid description

Suction pressure, rated / max

: 0.00,0.00 psi.g

Solids diameter, max

0.00 in

NPSH available, rated

: Ample
: 60 Hz

Solids concentration, by volume

0.00 %
68.00,68.00 degF
1.000/1.000 SG

Frequency

Water

Temperature, rated / max

Fluid density, rated / max

Performance
Speed, rated

1185 rpm

Viscosity, rated

I.OOcP

Impeller diameter, rated

20.08 in

Vaoor oressure, rated

0.34 psi.a

Impeller diameter, maximum

20.87 in

Impeller diameter, minimum

16.34 in

Efficiency

83.23 %

NPSH (3% head drop) / margin required
Ns (imp. eye flow) / Nss (imp. eye flow)

14.11 ,0.00 ft
1,585/12,441 US Units

MCSF

1,563.9 USgpm
194.1 ft

Maximum allowable working pressure : 232.1 psi.g

Head, maximum, rated diameter

Head rise to shutoff

29.33 %

Hvdrostatic test pressure : 348.1 Dsi.a

Flow, best eff. point

4,242.1 USgpm
113.15%
96.23 %
86.18 %

Driver sizing specification : Maximum power
Margin over specification : 0.00 %

Flow ratio, rated / BEP
Diameter ratio (rated / max)
Head ratio (rated dia / max dia)
Cq/Ch/Ce/Cn [ANSI/HI 9.6.7-2010]

Material
Material selected

Acceptable

Pressure Data
Maximum casing/bowl working pressure : 83.99 psi.g
Maximum allowable suction pressure : N/A

Driver & Power Data (@Max density)

Service factor : 1.00

1.00/1.00/1.00/1.00

Selection status

Duplex Steel - ASTM A890 3A

(41 / J0265)

Power, hydraulic : 182 hp
Power, rated : 218 hp
Power, maximum, rated diameter : 253 hp

Minimum recommended motor rating : 300 hp / 224 kW
100

250

MCSF
Preferred operating region t 90

225
200

80

175 I -?n nn i

70

-0

TO

125

<u

I

100

16.34J

75

50
25

Efficie cy

sc

_i

150

z

60
50

5c
<u

0

y

£

40 ;t=

30

T

~t

»^

_t

20

T

10

40

w
Qz

3% he 3d drop

20
0
320

Dnu.ai

240-1-

£ 160
n° 80

500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000 5,500 6,000 6,500 7,000 7,500 8,000

Flow - USgpm
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SULZER
Centrifugal Pump Datasheet
Customer:

Yates Engineers

Sulzer Reference ID:

USA.7246-GSP. 17.0468-BO

Project name:

Port Townsend Mill

Inquiry Date:

14 Aug 2017

Bid Submitted Date:

Inquiry Number/ID:
Item number:

001

Date of Last Update:

2017-08-21 14:41:49

Service:

No. 1 Pulper Discharge Pump

Quantity:

1
Pump Design Data

Operating Conditions
Liquid type:

Water

Pump Type:

APT

Temperature, Rated / Max:

68.00 degF/ 68.00 deg F

Product Line:

AHLSTAR
APT53-10(0)/1

Fluid density, rated / max:

1.000 SG/1.000 SG

Pump Size / No. of Stages:

Vapor pressure, rated:

0.34 psi.a

Rotation (viewed from drive end):

Clockwise

Viscosity, rated:

I.OOcP

Impeller type:

Open

Consistency:

Casing mounting:

Foot

Air Content:

Casing split:

Radial
Double volute

Discharge Flow, Rated:

4,800.0 USgpm

Casing Type:

Differential Head, Rated /Actual:

150.0 ft ,154.4 ft

Nozzle

Size

Rating

Face

Position

Suction pressure, rated / max:

0.00 psi.g/0.00 psi.g

Suction

NPS12

150#

RF

End

NPSH Available:

Ample

Discharge

NPS10

1 SOS

RF

Top

Performance
Performance Curve No.(s):

Lineshaft Diameter:

APP53-250_1200_0

Bearing Type, Radial:

NUP 317 ECJ

Pump speed:

1185 rpm

Lineshaft Bearing / Bowl Bearing (Vert.
pumps only):

Frequency:

60 Hz

Bearing Type, Thrust:

Fixed / Variable Speed:

Fixed speed

Bearing lubrication:

Oil bath

Baseplate type:

Standard baseplate for pump and motor

Impeller diameter, rated:

20.08 in

Impeller diameter, maximum:

20.87 in

2X7318BECBM

API Material Class:

Impeller diameter, minimum:

16.34m

Efficiency:

83.23 %

Barrel / Can:

NPSH (3% head drop):

14.11 ft ,0.00 ft

Case / Bowls:

Ns/Nss:

1,585 US: Ns (imp. eye flow) / /12,441
Column:
US: Ns (imp. eye flow)

Duplex steel (ASTM A890 3A)

Discharge Head:

Head, maximum, rated diameter:

194.1 ft

Head rise to shutoff:

29.33 %

Impeller:

Duplex steel (ASTM A890 3A)

Flow, best eff. point:

4,242.1 USgpm

Case / Impeller Wear Rings:

Duplex steel (ASTM A890 3A)

Diameter ratio (rated / max):

96.23 %

Shaft:

SS2324)

Head ratio (rated dia / max dia):

86.18 %

Diffusers:

Viscous Coefficients (CQ / CH / CE):

1/1/1

Pressure Data

Duplex steel (EN1.4460 / AISI 329 /

Shaft Sealing, Flush & Cooling Piping Plans
Seal Size / Type:

- / Single mecnanical seal: Uartndge
single, open seal chamber, sleeve
installation (MS33)

AESSEAL, CSS (FH02)

Maximum Working Pressure:

83.99 psi.g

Seal Code:

Working Pressure Limit:

232.1 psi.g

Seal Manufacturer:

Suction Pressure Limit:

232.1 psi.g

Seal Flush Piping, Primary:

Hydrostatic Test Pressure
(Suction/Discharge):

348.1 psi.g

Seal Flush Piping, Secondary:

Suction pressure, rated / max:

0.00 psi.g/0.00 psi.g

Cooling Water Piping:

Discharge pressure, rated:

64.91 psi.g

Differential Pressure, Rated:

64.91 psi

Equipment Weights (Approximate)

Similar to Plan 02 (ISO 5199 Designation
code 00)

N/A
Driver & Power Data

Driver Size: N/A
Volts/ Phase / Hz: N/A / 3 / 60 Hz

Pump: 1,250.0 Ib

Service factor: N/A

Driver:

Power, rated: 218 hp

N/A

Baseplate: 1,050.0 Ib

Power, maximum, rated diameter: 253 hp

Total Package 5,070.6 Ib

Enclosure: N/A

Motor supplied by customer
Special

Page 8~of4Q^

Dimensions in inches - NOTE: DO NOT USE FOR CONSTRUCTION UNLESS CERTIFIED

7.87. 31.1

103

14.76 _,_ 18.5

10

10

^E}^

?.51

^
A.rlR

0.75

03 -0.0012] ;

Pump shaft

45.63

112.25

ir.i [a.i

•I IU»1 I

Baseplate mounting holes (3 pcs)

MOTOR INFORMATION
N/A

Driver Power

1

Service factor

WEIGHTS
1,250.0 Ib

Sulzer Reference ID

Baseplate

1,050.0 Ib

Project name

RPM

N/A

Driver

Voltage

N/A

TOTAL

Frequency

60 Hz

Enclosure

N/A

TENDER SUMMARY

Pump

N/A
5,070.6 Ib

Product Line
Pump Size
No. of Stages

Suction Flange

APT 1
APT53-10(0)

1

Discharge Flange

NPS12
NPS10

Date Last Saved
Rating
150#

150#

Port Townsend Mill
Yates Engineers

Inquiry Number/ID
Item number

FLANGES
Size

PUMP INFORMATION

Customer

USA.7246-GSP.17.0468-BO

Service

001
2017-08-21 14:41:49

No. 1 Pulper Discharge Pump

SULZER
General Arrangement Drawing
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2018 PTPC OCC Process Flow Diagram (prior to upgrade)
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Darren Wilson
Environmental Manager

Port Townsend Paper Corporation

JULY 5, 2018
Dear Darren,

You had called to discuss the emission factor for naphthalene in Table
10.4 (OCC & Recycled Paperboard Stock Preparation) of NCASI
Technical Bulletin No. 973. Two sources were tested during our MACT III
testing program in the early 90s and both sources yielded a non-detect
result (ND[7.4E-04] & ND[4.0E-04] Ib/ADTP). You asked about the
validity of these emissions from such a source and whether it made
sense to use % the maximum detection limit as a representative average.

First, as you may have noted both from our master database on air toxics
(members only) as well as from TB 973, as a rule NCASI does not assign
a value to an average if all observations in a data set are found to be
non-detect. This is done by the user on a case-by-case basis, depending
on the circumstances.

More importantly, however, Robert Crawford of our staff (currently
Program Manager, Wood Products), who supervised the overall testing
during the MACT III testing program, and was also involved in putting
together the "initial target analyte list of compounds to test for in MACT III
sources", has the following to say regarding naphthalene emissions from
OCC & Recycled Paperboard Stock Preparation vents:
"The data in Technical Bulletin No. 737 were developed from the MACT
Ill Study, which included sources associated with OCC stock preparation,
recycled paperboard, mechanical pulping, deinking processes, and paper
machines not integrated with chemical pulp mills.
As reported in Technical Bulletin No. 736, to develop the analyte list for
air emission testing, liquid samples were collected from 33 mills and
analyzed for a wide range of organic HAP compounds. Only compounds
which were detected in liquid samples were included in the analyte list for
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR AIR
AND STREAM IMPROVEMENT INC.

air emissions testing.

Naphthalene was detected in liquid samples collected from mechanical
<^> 402 SW 140th Terrace
Newberry, FL 32669-3000

^> (352) 331-1745
(B (352) 331-1766
ncasi.org

pulp mills, deinking mills, and non-integrated paper machines. However,

it was not detected in samples from recycled paperboard or OCC stock
preparation. Since naphthalene was detected in liquid samples from
some of the process types, it was included in the air emissions testing
analyte list which was used for all process types, regardless of whether
naphthalene had been detected in the liquid samples from a process
type. This was done simply because it was expedient to use the same
analyte list and methods for all the sources included in the MACT III
Study.

Darren Wilson

July 5, 2018
Page 2

Since naphthalene was not detected in the liquid samples, nor the air samples, associated with
OCC stock preparation processes, there is no reason to believe that it is present in those sources.

Thus, it seems that naphthalene should be left out of the modeling, rather than included at one-half
of the detection limit, since there is no reason to suspect that it is present in the OCC stock
preparation area."

I would like to add that from a fundamental chemistry point-of-view there is no likelihood of
naphthalene being produced as a result ofOCC stock preparation. Also, the chances of this
compound being present in the OCC fiber being brought into the mill for repulping is also very
remote. Naphthalene is one among the group of so-called polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and
PAHs are generally generated as a result of poor combustion (coal, oil, gas, wood, black liquor,

mainly biomass). Alternately, they are emitted based on their presence in certain solvents
containing naphtha cuts, etc. that may be used in certain mill unit operations. In the past, solvents
used for the handling of so-called "stickies" on paper machines have been known to include naptha
cuts (although this may not be current practice).
In conclusion, it appears fairly certain that naphthalene is not emitted from OCC & Recycled
Paperboard Stock Preparation vents unless this compound is known to be present in chemicals
used in such operations.

Sincerely,

^wA /^
Arun V. Someshwar

NCASI Fellow
(352) 244-0885
asomeshwar@ncasi.org

